SIX-WEEK
GORILLA BENCH
PROGRAM

BY “VANILLA GORILLA” ERIC SPOTO, THE UNCROWNED KING OF RAW BENCHING
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This is my basic
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bench cycle, based on
triples. I start the training cycle with a weight I feel I can
get a hard triple. After four or five warm-up sets pyramiding

After this cycle is complete, I hit up singles to see where I am.
From there I shift to bodybuilding-type stuff for sets of six to 15 reps.

up, I go to my predetermined weight. If the triple comes up
easy, I add weight (usually 5 to 15 lbs.). If the weight is too

Assistance exercises (pick two chest and two triceps movements)

heavy, I take some off so I can get a hard three reps. Now I

Dips
Incline dumbbell
Floor press
Close-grip flat or incline

have my starting weight. My goal is to add about 5 lbs.
every week over six weeks. If all goes well, you should
have added 25 lbs. to your triple.

Dumbbell flys
JM press
Pushdowns
Skull crushers

If you hit the triple on any of the sets, go up 5 lbs. the
next week. For example, in week four, if on your third set

I would do this every Monday for the six weeks. Every Thursday
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day in place of the dynamic training for that week.
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Take your time. If things feel heavy it’s because they are; back

for the next week and try to hit the triple that week. You

off a little and you’ll be able to continue to move forward without

can do this exact training cycle with the addition of bands

getting hurt. PM
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